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#bossloop Guideline 

 

About #bossloop  

#bossloop is a free place for loopers from all over the world to share their music and creativity with other 

people who love looping. The joy and charm of looping will be revealed through videos of up-and-coming 

performers alongside the latest news about loop machines and the world of looping. And your unique video 

performances will be spread across the globe. 

Participants can share their work on YouTube globally while also being showcased within Roland and 

BOSS’ community online (website, blog, and social media). 

 

 

How to Enter 

1.  Entrants must have a video on YouTube performing with BOSS Loop Station series. 

2.  Entrants must apply the tag “#bossloop” to the video 

3.  Visit the program website http://www.bossloop.com and click “REGISTER to ENTER.” 

4.  Read the Privacy Statement and Policies on the Protection of Personal Information. Click “REGISTER” 

when you have agreed to the statement, before filling out the submission form, and then click “SUBMIT” 

after completing the form. 

5.  Multiple entries per person will be accepted; however, you will need to provide registration details and 

new videos for each separate entry. Multiple entries will not be permitted within a single application. 

6.  If a video is deleted, hidden, or changed in anyway after being submitted, the entrant must inform 

Roland and BOSS by email via bossloop@roland.com. 

7.  Roland and BOSS Corporation may feature submitted videos or give submitted videos awards in 

conjunction with the program. Submitted videos, together with the related information such as 

thumbnail pictures, title, description, etc. may also be used for product promotional purposes. In such 

cases, entrants will be contacted by Roland and BOSS Corporation beforehand. 

 

Eligibility Restrictions 

1.  The program is open to everyone worldwide who is 16 years of age or older at the time of program 

registration. NOTWITHSTANDING THE ABOVE, ENTRANTS MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER TO 

ENTER IN THE U.S. 

2.  Entry is limited to the video owners. 

3.  Employees of Roland and BOSS Corporation, affiliates, members of the immediate families (defined 

as spouse, child, sibling, parent, or grandparent), and members of the households (whether related 

or not) of any of the above are eligible to participate too. 

4.  Participants agree to abide by applicable federal, state, local laws, and regulations. 

 

http://www.bossloop.com/
https://www.roland.com/global/privacy/
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Content Guidelines 

1. Entrants must use the designated gears below either or both within a submitted video. 

-  BOSS Loop Station series* or  

-  Roland / BOSS products with Looper functions* 

2.  The submitted video must be a real-time loop performance with unedited audio. 

3.  Music or audio samples in the submitted video must be entrant's original samples, in principle. Music 

or audio samples with another person/party’s copyright should not be used without permission. 

4.  No vulgarity, no violence, no nudity, no politics, and no religion will be permitted in video submissions. 

5.  Entrants must follow YouTube Community Guideline and Terms of Service. YouTube 

is not a sponsor of this program and is released from any and all liability related to the program. 

6.  Entry must be acknowledged and allowed by any related persons and parties including performers. 

7.  Infringement of copyright and intellectual property rights of third parties, Roland and BOSS Corporation 

assumes no responsibility. 

*BOSS Loop Station series are RC-505, RC-202, RC-300, RC-50, RC-30, RC-20XL, RC-20, RC-3 and 

RC-1. 

 

Video Specifications 

1.  The video must be on YouTube (no other platform is accepted). 

2.  Videos less than five minutes are recommended. 

3.  The video must be owned by entrants. Roland and BOSS may request/recommend revision. 

 

About the Program 

1.  Recommendation from third person/party is not accepted. Entry is limited to the video owners. 

2.  Roland and BOSS Corporation will determine whether the video complies with the rules. Only 

compliant videos will be accepted into the program. 

3.  Entrant’s personal information is governed by Privacy Statement and Policies on the Protection of 

Personal Information of Roland Corporation, and used for the purpose that Roland and BOSS 

Corporation operates and manages (including publication) of the program or contacts to entrants for 

executing the contract set forth in #7 of “How to Enter”. Personal entrant information will be stored on 

a Roland-owned server in Japan, and the entrants may be contacted using that contact information. 

When necessary, Roland and BOSS Corporation may also put representatives from its respective 

countries in touch with entrants based on their prior consent. 

4.  Roland and BOSS Corporation reserves the right to cancel, terminate, or modify the program at their 

discretion. 

https://www.youtube.com/yt/policyandsafety/en/communityguidelines.html
https://www.youtube.com/static?gl=US&template=terms
https://www.roland.com/global/privacy/
https://www.roland.com/global/privacy/

